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Agenda

Today we will:
• Meet RedTeam
• Learn what Red Teaming is
• Hear stories about actual Red Teaming engagements
• See some of the gear used in a Red Teaming engagements

Tweet along: #Sec360
www.Secure360.org
Terminology

- RedTeam (no space) – us
- Red Teaming (with a space) – a specialized type of security testing
- Commensurate – “corresponding in size or degree; in proportion”
- Target – you
- Attacker – the bad guy
How did we get into this?

- School?
- Luck?
- Industry experience?
- Social engineering?
- Social Networking?
- Software Development?
- Help Desk?
The Phases

Reconnaissance:
- Research
- Surveillance
- Tailing

Social Engineering:
- Overt
- Covert
- Email
- Phone

Physical Security Bypass:
- Door bypass
- Communications
- Clothing
- Creativity

Hacking:
- Physical
- Digital
Video will be here
Show and Tell

We brought stuff

We can tell you how we have used this stuff

Questions?
Video will be here
The Closer

RedTeam Security

www.redteamsecure.com

info@redteamsecure.com

612-234-7848